Minutes Not Typed
Political-Organizational Projection -
Work Plan -
Definition Budget Concept -
Central Projects -
Evaluation - Implementation of Congress Agreements -
Report on "Tres Grandes" (lit. Three Big Ones) -
General Matters -
 Locale for D. G. meetings -
 Claridad and PSP -
 Operation of Zone 5 -
Out Document and Separation Agreement -
Zone 3 project -
Message -
Out Relations with other organizations
"Socos" (lit. supporting columns) -

Agreements

1. Message - send comrade Faco with letter from Greco and wait for response until the documents are prepared -

2. Claridad and PSP - Soledad has to see him; has not done so; believes she will do it during the coming week. It is regarding a message that Claridad is selling; they had also asked if we could help.

Communication with zones -
Organization of the zones -

3. That Jan find an apartment for meetings of the work areas. In the interim, another locale will be used like the one in zone 2.

DN meetings should be held in different zones in houses rented for those meetings.

Meetings of the areas with zones will be held in that area.

4. Discussion with co. from Training was held. It was agreed that the co. from training and from org. will remain in zone 3 until a substitute is found.

Conclusion Friday PM
Saturday, 2/9/85

R.G. suggests work plan for zone 1 be discussed tomorrow.
b) Suggests there should be greater harmony and respect in this direction/leadership. Is concerned about the existing dynamic/situation. It took 7 to 8 months to define what was going to happen and it's been 1 month since the assembly.

That there is no harmony and there is animosity as a result of the dynamic/situation. That the attitude of the Z-1 co. and the Z-1 co. (sic) should be dealt with. It is painful, but his rev. obligation is to deal with this. There is a negative feeling that is reflected in the work style. Suggests with rev. respect and with a sense of duty since we have to see to it that there will be differences during these meetings, but that business has to be done with due internal respect and revolutionary affection.

Mima states she does not understand what is going to be discussed. Gr. explains it. She says that it is a subjective matter, she almost never participates and has no interest.

Org. co. states:

Gr. states that from the beginning he has seen distrust on the part of Z-1 and to a great extent it comes from Jr. That it's a matter of supervision and that he is waiting for someone to do something wrong so he can jump on him. Co. Jr. has stated he attributes to Gr. the fact that the same mistakes are being made. That Jr. is assuming attitudes in that he is trying to direct this org. from Z-1. It is getting difficult for him since he is only Luis and not Lenin or Marx but does have the capacity to channelize this org. He does not want to be overestimated or underestimated. He wants to be given the opportunity to develop this.

Faco—His greatest disgust is that he has been present during the entire process and that during that process he has realized that all the problems are caused by Jr.'s attitude. And they no longer have the capacity to accept they are wrong, forcing certain criteria on them, manipulating the co. to do what they want. He told Jr. that until there is a response as to who is right, things cannot go on that way. He believes now more than ever that the problems were caused by co. Jr. That it was not only with Tino and Romano, but also with Masai and other co. and that there is no humbleness to... That there are problems in commun. They continue to think along the lines that I am who I am. That has left him with a bitter taste. That she sees Jr. as a co. who thinks he is above all of us. Believes it is ignorance, for lack of a better word. That as long as this is the case, he feels upset and angry. Believes that 60% of the problems come from him.

Co. Mima has stated that the co. are being dealt with worse than before. That the truth is that we are trying to work well. That they have not realized her attitude and they continue
with the same dealings. You have to say I was guilty of that and I am going to correct it. Does not pretend that we have a handle on everything and we cannot continue together as long as this continues. It has fallen into the same trap.

Co. Soledad--That what Joaquin says is true. There was uneasiness in that it was not expected that there would be no consensus on basic matters such as the election of the "R.G." There have to be differences.

That was exaggerated and she has to criticize herself because she commented that Z-1's participation was negative. That she asked Jr. instead of her because you cannot assume they are the same. I have not asked her.

Think there have been bad dealings among different co. regarding this.

That Z-1 has proceeded in a much too critical way. It has reached the point where it is becoming a hassle. She was also surprised that in spite of the closeness of Jr. and M. to Gr., this was not evident at the assembly.

Has noticed that Z-1 is participating actively. They have good ideas and they want to promote more work than any other zone. On the other hand, the meetings have not been positive ones, since there have been situations that have generated tension.

Says the co. has been extremely apprehensive but that the subjects... Has not heard any comment to the effect that the comrade is useless. Has only spoken to Jr. and he has only presented ideas. Believes Mima is extremely tense and this has to be discussed.

If Annie feels that way, the "R. G." is also apprehensive. As if good intentions are doubted.

She has not observed this.

Last night she brought examples: that in the matter of Vieques, you have to let them bring things.

Believes co. Annie has a flaw in that she is not flexible. Not always are the ideas one brings up the correct ones. Sometimes one has to keep quiet for the sake of continuing the process and the feeling that we are all working together. That we all have limitations. That it is important that we all work together.

That when Jr. suggested a meeting, she thought it was a problem and that she was wrong and she realized it was not that way. Feels that she too has started to think with tension.
One problem is that we might not separate the mistakes committed by the comrade (female) and the comrade. That this is underestimating her capacity as a comrade.

That here she has never been given an opportunity to do anything.

The comrade is not part of this collective. She is taken aback by what Jumbo says. That the comrade is patient in discussing matters of a personal nature regarding the comrade.

She does not believe that Annie is the comrade's alter-ego.

We are all acting incorrectly. That this is not only Annie's attitude, but everyone's.

Manuel—Disagrees that that zone is the one working the most. During the last meeting, the dynamic was very wrong. Wants the comrade (female) to be informed regarding the last one. We only get involved in matters regarding comrade Jr.

Paloma says she is aware of this. That she criticizes the "R.G." for being liberal and not limiting himself to just one subject.

Carmelo—The dynamic/situation has affected him a lot. Has lost faith that they can bring about political changes.

It has been painful because it has been less than six months since the div. of the org. and they have left a comrade who was a protagonist and pushed him and others aside. And this has led him to doubt the capacity of the "R.G." to deal with certain problems.

Jr.'s deficiencies were not new. He could have been stopped in time and it was not done.

We have to understand that the consequence of not taking the measures in time (sic). That some comrades are demoralized. He has analyzed the process and spoken with comrades from the other side and from this side. Has realized that certain criticisms from over there are true.

The problem of Jr.'s manipulation has not been dealt with.

Paloma believes it is simple for Jr. to suggest projects. That it is like throwing a guy out the door and he climbs in through the window. Where is his self-criticism.

Annie and Pedro are in Z-1. That at the assembly he sees that Pedro is not grasping everything that is being discussed.
Z-4 is not excited and notices this is happening because of the dynamics. It is not something that can be corrected by going there, but by discussing and resolving. Cannot continue working this way.

Paloma asks what is the reason for this. Says there has to be good faith and a degree of self-criticism and a correction of attitudes. That does not exist. Does not believe in choosing scapegoats. Jr. is not the cause of all our problems. Everyone is at fault.

Mario-Is concerned because of conversation he had with Jr. in which he accepts that there are differences with Gr. and this is pushing him away from the organization. Jr. does have subjective or objective personal problems which have come out and it is seen as negativeness and tension on the part of that zone. He wants to find the reasons and resolve them and if there are no alternatives, then he must accept it. The same as Carmelo, there has to be an effort to seek harmony, if not we are going to continue dividing our strength and who knows where are we going to end up.

Gr.-Acknowledges has committed the error of lacking the energy to prevent these things from happening. That he is not going to continue with that weakness. But his political responsibilities are too great. If the organization has divided due to attitudes there and here, that continues.

Jr. comes in through the back door. He manipulates. There is no bad intention. Jr. does not understand and it has gone to his head and does not have a sense of discipline. This is starting wrong and we have done great damage to the Puerto Rican revolution. We have to go forward and we have to resolve things. The most important thing is that the collective makes decisions and we have to respect the individual who carries out those decisions.

Suggests that the reason for no limitations was because he saw the attitudes of Z-1. We have to put a stop to Jr.'s attitude. He cannot be allowed to continue because he is creating disunity and is extremely dangerous.

It is not that comrade Jr. is to blame for everything. That Jr. is a great danger. That the procedure has to be defined. The fact that someone goes directly to the zones with proposals cannot be allowed. He is not interested in the development.

Carrying out his responsibilities does not allow violations or lack of discipline nor any demoralizing element.

He must do it with respect.
May be able to elaborate more after Annie's comments.

Annie--It is necessary to explain that there is an incorrect interpretation of the truth.

Gr. is the one Jr. defends the most in discussions.

She is clear as to where the uneasiness regarding the "R.G." comes from.

It is something that has been happening since she has been present.

Everytime Gr. refers to Jr., he attributes it to Mima.

Thinks there is very negative dynamic/situation. That it has been present since the division. Jr. was in no condition to direct. Has ideological deficiencies. Feels unappreciated by comrade Pastr. and is bothered by it. When invited to the first meeting, he/she had never attended anything so negative. Thinks dynamic/situation did not lend itself to anything. That everything presented there was subjective. That she needed to make a great effort to remain in this organization. That she felt compelled to bring up the part about the assembly. Although she may have reflected negativeness, she accepts the decisions made there.

That there are comrades there who had worked in that zone before.

Paloma feels that he is working in Z-1 and is not sure if that is true.

Does not believe Junior manipulates, but that he believes in those things and he pushes for them.

Regarding Jr., negative matters were brought up; even the positive is seen as negative. Thinks the best thing would be for him to go on vacation.

Says it is wrong and unjust to blame Jr. for 60% of the reason for the division.

Believes we are in trouble with the zone; there is a lot of ability and it is going to stop instead of moving ahead.

Joaquin made a statement which made her think. That she be substituted so there will be harmony.

She is not surprised.

When he forewarned, it was so Pastrana would understand there were differences. Does not believe that everything should revolve around him, but around the collective. That to
centralize the discussions on one person is wrong. That she is being drawn into something that does not pertain to her. Has not backed out of anything that has been approved.

Paloma—Regardless of her differences with comrade Gr. there does exist confidence in the development of political work. She understands there does exist confidence in the comrade to develop political work.

Jumbo—If we are going to be open, it has to be real. That it should not be said that now is when Jr. is getting involved. That he has been doing it long before this week. That he did the "Reyes" (lit. Kings) thing before now. That Jr. has attitudes of pushing projects as Gabi says. That is what is understood as being wrong, that he deals that way.

Annie says we should not talk to anyone bilaterally.

Jumbo doubts there is good faith.

Manual says that no one should be talking with others.

Gr.—it interests him a lot that he has a ton of criticism of Gr. and now has one regarding ideology. He is never told about criticism and ideological differences. Is waiting for that criticism.

Mima—She says she has criticized him. She believes Gr. underestimates Annie.

Gr.—says that this process has undermined confidence in each other. That we have to leave here with everything resolved. That things that are defined have already been (illegible). That the only interest is to say what has to be said and move on.

Mario—It is possible that part of the organizational process should be to define what are the limitations in autonomy in the operation of the zone. If the zones are capable of carrying out national projects.

Understand zone 1 is enthused about doing things. That the Vieques deal does not constrain him due to geographic reasons. That this be defined.

Soledad—That there is nothing definite. That there have to be discussions. That we have to organize. There are zones that have improperly taken initiatives.

Jumbo—Understands there are central projects. If a zone is presented with a project and it is not taken to the leadership level, how can a zone get involved in those things.

Gr.—Wants to return to the dynamic/situation. Soledad has expressed herself in flexible terms but Annie has not
answered in the spirit of expressing understanding. There is only total disagreement with the issues presented. We have to develop attitudes of understanding. The ideas that are not accepted are not anyone's. She only feels hurt.

Annie—Says there should be an ideological struggle. She has been misunderstood. That what is being asked of her is that she stop feeling hurt.

Greco—That in zone 1 Jr. has to bring everything to this leadership. That his re-education has to be based on discipline and self-criticism. He is causing damage to the organization and he is going to isolate himself from the organization although not from the process. That he not be allowed to make suggestions outside of the zone.

Jumbo—Regarding discussions with Jr., he says there will be a process of separation for a while. That Jr. understands he needs to separate himself for a while. Mario expounds on personal interests in personal projects. That he sees he is withdrawing and he understands that Jr. has many capabilities, but it would be more healthy for him to deal with that. That Jr. has many good projects. Acknowledged he does not want a position within the leadership.

Jumbo—Suggests Junior separate from the organization, since it would beneficial for him to analyze. That he become a collaborator of Zone 3.

Manuel—Jr. has many conflicts. He revealed he does not want to be in the leadership. In practice he wants to be the top leader of the org.

Org. suggests it should be more in-depth.

Jumbo believes the zones cannot be seen as...

Annie believes she is confused and believes she should leave meeting and think about this.

Carmelo says if she thinks she should talk to someone, she should feel free to do so.

Gr.—That these are concerns of political nature and not personal. That when he/she was chosen for a task, she was trusted. No differences were made when choosing, which was the same for all the others.

Break since the comrade (female) needs to clear up her confusion and think.

Gr. starts meeting and gives Annie the floor.
Has resolution regarding herself and not Jr. Asks if she is going to finish that now and then take up the one on Jr. Greco says her matter goes first.

Annie--Wants time to think since meeting does not allow it. The situation is not new to her. The Assembly created resentments and even distrust. That Jan is right, she does not have confidence in the leadership and it is mutual. You cannot deal with someone who is in charge of a zone and may possibly create a faction. That she believes you cannot deal that way and formally presents her resignation and her separation from the organization as well as from Jr. But can continue with the print shop until May since she has to move because she has children in school. Has responsibilities with zone but does not want to participate in any more meetings of this leadership.

Suggestions

1. That she be allowed to work at the print shop until May.

2. That no one from organization go to zone meeting so she can feel free.

3. That they deal with the second person in charge who is not the most correct person since this person has differences too.

4. That an answer be given to "Peces" (lit. Fish) project since it is a matter of security. That the project be taken out of the hands of the comrade.

5. Collaborator wants to give/deliver maps of Roos. Roads. Has meeting pending, military should go.

6. Understands that their salary is 500 each, that children had subsidy. That she be given the difference she had not been given.

7. Subsistence is a reality. Does not want to ask for money but there is a three month policy, that it should be applied to her. That money that was given to Jr. may be used for personal matters.

Jumbo- That it is her own personal matter, but believes she can continue in org.

Gr.-That the persons in charge of the zones express themselves.

Carmelo-That a co. be assigned to zone so a new director may be elected and deal with everything. That this is not the time to decide those points.
Manuel—That it is revokable.

Annie—That it is irrevokable.

Paloma—Has something to present. We were incapable of dealing and that is why it degenerated. Feels policy was not applied to org. Disagrees with the way it was handled. Time should have been given. Co. is not willing either. That the entire situation is unfortunate.

Jumbo—that economic future should be guaranteed.

Organization—

Paloma—Does believe the lack of confidence was mutual and there should have been time to handle it and if not, then it could have been resolved.

Wants to make an exception, that although the political distrust existed, it is not resolved by leaving or kicking people out.

Gr.—Wants to make equally courageous statement. Believes they have been treated justly and the comrades are the ones who have taken the offensive of distrust.

Would have liked if there had been rectification on their part. There has to be a more positive attitude. Regrets it on a personal level, but there is now no other alternative.

Should get rid of confusion so he can meet with the collective and comrades and start reorganization process and let it be resolved at the level of that body.

Jumbo—Feels obligated to give the comrade the opportunity to present it to the zone. Understands that the comrade has to be given the opportunity to deal with it and explain.

Org—

Carmelo—Agrees with org—she is not being denied the opportunity to present it to the zone.

Manuel—Agrees with Carmelo and org.

Gr.—That a suggestion be made as to how many will make up the commission.

Joaquín—(Illegible) asks if it is the org and the "R.G."

Carmelo—Paloma and another one.
Org-Commission should be Paloma and "R.G."

Jumbo-That if Annie is seen as part of the commission.
Carmelo says that Annie should be there.

Annie: That she should not be in the commission.

Gr.-That the commission be two and that they work with comrade Annie. All together.

Paloma-That she not change her feelings about what she believes and that this be taken into consideration.

Jumbo-That it would be healthier if there was someone who disagrees.

Gr.-That she has already stated that she will proceed according to decision and the details will be decided later.

Annie-That she wished for the work of the print shop to be discussed.

Gr.-That everything should be handled by the commission.

Manuel-That there was distrust and everyone should leave with good feelings.

(illegible)

Org-That the economic matter be dealt with.

Carmelo-That the matter of Jr.'s money be cleared up.

Paloma-That if the co. is available to continue at the print shop.

Mario-That is a contradiction, since she represents distrust.

Annie-Wants comrades to continue being the same comrades after they leave the org.

Gr.-That the commission deal with everything.

Org--Asks Annie if she accepted.

Annie-That if the position is to not harm them, she has no objection.

Carmelo-States regarding scholarship, that it be understood that it is a political decision so he can deal with ideas and develop the matter of his studies.
Jumbo—That the money was for him to resolve in his own way and not for studies.

Carmelo—That if they feel that that money can be used now to resolve problems even if they are personal.

It is accepted that the money can be used for personal matters.

Annie—That in the future the projects presented by Jr. should be considered, since they are good.

Hand in inventory—"Reyes" (lit. Kings) report and other documents.

Org suggests break.

Annie asks that she be taken when she goes for lunch.

That a response be given to comrade "Peces" (lit. Fish) what is going to be done.

Saturday afternoon session, 2 PM

Gr.—

Work plan—

1. Political area
2. Organization area
3. Military area
4. Training area

Goals are outlined along those lines:

5 goals:

2 polit. nature
1 org.
1 mil.
1 training

Has tried to make goals progress in parallel. They help one another. For each goal, what objectives are proposed, what do we want by setting these goals. And later the activities to carry out these objectives.

Five goals and their objectives:

Political

1. Getting involved in popular struggles. Deals with the masses and rearguard.
Objectives:

1. make initial contacts
2. achieve numerical increase in the organization
3. start developing pol. masif. activ.
4. define rules for study in each zone
5. conduct investigation
6. determine the groups to be organized
7. select persons to do recruitment work
8. plans to channelize these people

Establish presence through struggle-

1. struggle against mil. bases
2. repression
3. nuclear presence
4. national economy and anti-imperialism
5. contamination
6. cultural

Objectives

1. establish political/policy projections for this org.
2. gain support of people towards this
3. achieve greater recognition between a particular country or state and internat.

Activ.

1. conduct analyses of each political area
2. prepare work plans
3. explanatory seminars
4. how they apply to each zone
5. plan armed propa.
6. prepare unity doc.

Achieve consolidation of the org. in all its facets-

1. 
2. 
3. 

Activ.

1. prepare org. regulations/bylaws
2. operational rules
3. admin. rules - finances, commun.
4. work plans
5. budget-relationship between areas and zones
6. person in charge of finances
Implement central and local filing system/archives.

Develop a local and central armed propa. oper.

Objectives

1. Advance armed struggle
2. Show need for armed struggle

Activ.

1. Promote intel. studies
2. Develop tactical oper.
3. Military training
4. Define logistic needs
5. Develop org. concept at the zone level in military

Training

1. Establish training system

Objectives

1. Form cadres
2. Cadres organizers

Activ.

1. Prepare work plan 4 areas
   a. Ideological (illegible)
   b. Historical-revolutionary mov. of the country (illegible), etc.
   c. Political purposes of the organiza.
   d. Specialized training for assigned tasks
   e. With military training for military area
   f. Technical and human resources to implement this inter-training

If approved, work plans for each area will be prepared on Monday and then brought to the D.N.

Carmelo—Wants time to think it over.

Gr.—Had move problem and problem with Jr. That it should be discussed informally tonight and copied, etc.

Mario—What about the video equipment. It is in zone 3.

Budget—Define concept.
Greco-On what basis they can reach that general and zone budget. Each area will discuss its area work plan with the zone. Ex. Area presents need of a project in a zone and it is given the money plus the local projects.

Carmelo—is more interested in how much is going to be used for each item.

Mario-org. should have capital; budget cannot exceed what the money invested produces.

Soledad—Adds criteria as to what zone can do, etc.

Greco- How much has been spent \( \frac{\text{Frank}}{\text{Money on hand}} \)

Then decide how the money is going to be divided.

Mario—There are fixed expenses; that should be made clear.

Jumbo—Cannot wait for Frank.

Greco—We are talking about:

$2,900,000 - what Frank has

340,000

Plus the 400,000 from "El Arabe" (lit. The Arab)

Still have to give them 179,000.

Carmelo—Not lose sight of fact that we should not set up more than one business.

Jumbo—That the businesses be only fronts.

Carmelo—(1) that there be only one business per zone and it should be for political-military ends.

(2) that the expenditure per year not be more than what is earned in interest, trying to make it less.

Greco—(3) that distribution be 35% to the infrastructure organization 35%

administration 15%

training and propaganda 15% (sic)

Paloma—(4) Which are the fixed expenses. They have to be known to be used as a basis.

Jumbo—what will be the criteria for making financial (sic) projections.
Carmelo—If we think we will spend more than $300,000. (sic)

Gr.—No.

Carmelo—Says if we have too many fixed expenses, we have to cut back.

Paloma—That at this time we should not spend $300,000. (sic)

Carmelo—That what is spent on the infrastructure should be based on the present reality of our organization. Set limits based on that.

Greco—We are being presented with (sic) Recovery of money invested in loans, etc., mortgages, or other alternatives. Should be placed in the name of "cold" persons so as not to lose property.

Paloma—We may have embarked into something more than we should have. Go little by little. (sic)

Carmelo—In spite of autonomy in areas and zones there should be a limit as to what they can invest without discussing it with the national leadership.

Budget

Paloma—Central projects are included in budget. Zone 0

What funds are in the hands of org. comrades who have been disciplined by this organization and are guaranteed by certificates to the bearer.

Gr.—That considering all those factors, a budget should be presented.

Paloma—What are central projects and what are zone projects.

That it be done by the D.N.

1. Adjustments to the reserve budget in case the budget is exceeded or if a new project or expense comes up which exceeds certain amount also in the zone.

Gr.—Steps to establish a budget

1. Establish national budget
2. Area budget
3. Zone budget
The zones will administrate those parts of the national budget which are assigned by the work areas.

Zones will establish their own budgets.

Next step regarding the budget will be to establish the tools to prepare it.

Central Projects

Gr.-decided standards, even before Cabo Rojo-

By dissemination policy-

1. School Workshop-assigned to Zone 2-produces weapons-legal front/workshop for lathe work-will render lathe services to industrial zone-investment $85,000-corporation, etc.

2. Zone 1-establish workshop for intelligence documents, central prop. Legal workshop-copies, etc. Investment $25,000; Pedro, Annie are trained.

3. Contraband/smuggling-bring in equipment and personnel and incorporate with justification. Buy airplane-front is business for aerial photography, instruction and cargo. $8,000-studies; $25,000 were obtained; it was presented at $45,000. It is being established as a formal business front. Cos. from the organization will be trained as pilots.

Carmelo-it is difficult to justify its use for smuggling only and that it does not belong to only one zone. Should be more compartmentalized-can investment be justified or not.

Paloma-understands it is not a zone project and that it is O. area since it affects the work of the organiza.

Mario-says that J's son says he is working for this org. and he told comrade (female) he is working and that he was into drugs.

Gr.-that when he was recruited he was asked about drugs and he denied it. That it not be discussed now.

Carmelo-That it be put on agenda for future discussion regarding that comrade.

It is a central military project-

Carmelo-mechanic's workshop--headed in that direction. They are moving files.

Mario-that a car body repair and paint shop be set up too.
Mario—possible project of a labor consultant's office

Carmelo—that was not a project.

Gr.—Brought up "Peces" (lit. Fish) project.

Comrade came to do project on his/her own. Zone 1 took it for themselves.

That it be analyzed and answer given.

Mario—that in the contraband/smuggling project the place where he/she works should be used.

Gr.—indicates to Faco...

"Peces" (lit. Fish) project is read-

Mario—working capital not mentioned.

Ernesto—it/he needs a lot of people.

Greco—comrade lives in the U.S., not in Vieques. Work on "3 Grandes" (lit. 3 Big Ones). He spoke about it with Bartolo. Pio told him that the matter of Zone 5 will be discussed with Faco.

Project was called off—will be rechannelized; investigate what we have and handle politics with co. There are problems with his expectations.

Paloma—agrees with problems of expectations.

BREAK

Operation of Zone 5:

Gr.—that we establish what we want from them.

It was agreed that Jumbo would go over there to organize.

That it be established what we want from them.

That he be sent over there.

Jumbo—that they have a work plan, etc., and that he needs guidance. He feels they want to set up organiza. over there.

Carmelo—that for security reasons, the leadership of Zone 5 boycotted "Reyes" (lit. Kings) because they opposed it. That Jumbo go to check.
Paloma—that he go to find out what's going on, etc.

Jumbo—that it also has to do with the thing about the North American girl/woman.

It is agreed Jumbo should go to investigate and regarding the comrade (female), too. That he should find out if both can come here.

Concerning "Socos" (lit. Supporting Columns)

Paloma—"Socos" (lit. Supporting Columns) are discussing the structure of the organization and they are not in the org. Asks what Raul is doing there.

Gr.—the "Socos" (lit. Supporting Columns) cos. were in fact in the org. Their project is to render medical services. It is asked if Raul should be there for reasons of spying, etc.

Gr.—he met with them and they do not want to define themselves. He told him that what we wanted from them was medical support during operations. That is vital. They may even offer medical training in each zone.

They say they want to collaborate with other organizations, too.

We said yes.

He told them they could go to poor communities as revolutionary doctors.

They criticized themselves for being bourgeois.

He tells them they prepare "Socos" (lit. Supporting Columns) project to see how they can organize themselves.

Romano then screwed up.

They decided on money for over here.

There have been more conversations with them.

Carmelo—that the money should be taken away and Raul taken out of there. That this should be discussed here.

Paloma—that there have been labor clashes, frictions. Comrades who work there believe they have been abused. Gives examples.

Agreement—the comrades will be told to proceed as they see fit.
Zone 3

Gr.-that he/she take charge of national and international relations. Give him/her direction from the D.N. Specialize cadres in this field.

Carmelo-where does that leave the rest of the organization because...

Gr.-that is why organizations have D.N.'s.

Carmelo-that that will go against the changes that we want to establish to take away the metro area as the center of the org. Object. Believes should be done at grassroots level.

Gr.-is concerned with disassociation from reality. We participated in the front, and we struggled and nothing happened. Example: Anti-nuclear committee was to be free of polit. control. Not to be subjected to any pol. org.

Carmo-we have to break away from unproductive schemes.

Mario-that we cannot lose perspective on the nature of our org. We have to take measures to "cool down" cadres. We cannot be isolated from those groups.

Sunday A.M.

Work Plan -

Gr.-Time of execution will be established by Work Areas Paloma-First priority should be consolidation of the organization.

Carmelo-First priority should be training of cadres.

Jumbo-We should start with technical training of the leaders.

Org-org. should not be paralyzed while training is going on.

Gr.-We have to select a point in between.

Paloma-Consolidation should be first.

Gr.-Consolidation first and training within that.

Manuel-how do we want to place them within popular struggle.

Org-that it be understood that we have to be selective as to who gets into legal orgs.
Gr.-we can have 50 or 60 more people within a year. We can locate people politically by putting them to work in places where they will not get burned.

Manuel-co. who are alone and cannot be placed.

Gr.-we should not be dogmatic in our clandestine dealings.

Agreement-consolidation in first place, and within that training is first.

Soledad-that A and C be joined together.

Carmelo-to establish our presence we always thought of armed actions. "Los Reyes" (lit. The Kings) was also spectacular. We should think of other things that are not spectacular. History books, etc.

Jumbo-create a front with patriots.

Congressional Agreements

Gr.-Regulations/Bylaws -

1 Regulations/By-laws - Organization - 6 months after Congress
2 Operational Rules - Organization - 3 months
3 Unity Policy - Gr. - 3 months
4 Continuity Document - Gr - 2 months
5 Resolutions
   a Solidarity with political prisoners - Melba
   b Statement regarding PPD tendency - Gr.
   c International support of Nic. and Salvador - Gr.
   d Environmental Issue -

Next

Meeting

Plan/Program/Platform documents-make nine copies and number them to give to zones.

Cali-requested $1,700 loan to pay for house, collective approved it. Zone approved $1,500. Jr. said he owed money.

(illegible)

Agreement-that the loan be approved and that money be taken (sic) he bring claim and establish payment plan for previous debt and explain what he was sent to be done from Zone 2 (equipment was given for storage and he sold it).

Document of Organizational Diagram--that "R.G." tasks should be incorporated into it (illegible), etc.
"Tres Grandes" (lit. Three Big Ones) Project

Zone 3 Report-

Jr. called her at home. There was not time. It was agreed in the zone to do it.

Conclusions-

1. Criticism - the zone was not given participation as to whether it would be done or not.
2. Improvisation - there wouldn't be time.
4. Publicity - there was going to be an evaluation of whether there would be a security problem if it was held. It was academic because Jr. had already done it in the United States.
5. There was concern because he admitted that if the situation comes up again, he would do the same thing.
6. That he did not even use the Steering Committee to make decisions.
7. Person in charge of Z-3 had problems because he/she was not prepared for the planning and the lack of time.

Carmelo - the greatest lesson is the training of an individual to manipulate the entire org. and involve security, etc. That we should clip the wings of anyone who does that again.

Pastrana - Faco and Rafi cannot escape the responsibility they had in that.

Pastrana - asked if Julia de Burgos - Auxilio Mutuo was implemented. Soledad answers that it was stopped by the zone, not Jr.

Carmelo - we have been too liberal with Jr.; it cannot continue.

Rafi - criticizes Carmelo for not wanting to participate in the decision of the Steering Committee, even though he was not a member. Criticises Pastrana because decision was made due to being worn down and not because of being convinced.

Report regarding Jr. and Zone 1 - everything (illegible).

Transition Commission will assure security in Jr.'s case for this project.
Date of meeting: Friday, 22nd, 3:30 PM.

(illegible).

Zone 3—will take care of pick-up and meeting place

Carmelo is informed his pick-up will be on Wednesday, at 3:30 PM, Auxilio Mutuo. The same for Rafa. The others will be informed later.

Criticism—Self-criticism:

Carmelo—that sometimes he is arrogant and is working to correct this.

Ernesto—Rafi because of the "guagua" (lit. van/bus/pick-up truck/motor home/stationwagon) (making fun of it). That he considers himself (illegible), etc.

Rafi—Could not get "guagua" (lit. van/bus/stationwagon/pick-up truck/motor home). Locale—asked for bilateral meeting to give report, etc., but it was not held.

Greco—that the matter of the "guagua" (lit. van/bus/stationwagon/pick-up truck/motor home) was taken as a joke by Ernesto. The route also—to say that one is leaving is damaging, but it is positive.

Org—-the support that came from the cos.

Kidding around—jokes—
The comrade's (females) smoking—
Self-discipline regarding going to bed—
Anxiety—

Carmelo—States that he said he had meditated and he did not think of leaving, but that he could not work in the org.

Soledad—will try to smoke less; at last night's meeting, it was necessary.

Jumbo—feel that they are the ones who should criticize themselves because they did not join the conversation.

Manuel—that Carmelo and everyone should be congratulated for working after Annie left.

Greco—is optimistic and enthusiastic.
Mario—Congratulates Greco for his decision to correct problems.

Work Areas

1. Matters regarding D.N. meeting—
2. Agenda from here—
3. General matters—
4. Criticism and self-criticism—

1. D.N. meeting—

Gr. —positive about work at meeting yesterday. One of the best they have had. Work plan reflected everybody's feelings. That is should be refined.

Org—That it be left as is and derive the plans for each area from it.

Work Plan of "Amigos" (lit. Friends)

1. Central work plan—
2. Work plan for areas—
3. Internal operations—
4. Communications—
5. Permanent locale—
6. Interim Leadership—
7. Internal budget—
8. Reports and follow-up—

Locale—

Mario suggests we should keep locale in Z-3.

"Los amigos" (lit. The Friends) will have their locale—

Guille can rent with a couple (illegible). It can be in the urban area—building (Center). Up to $400; Answering service.

Communications—(Beeper.)

My telephone number is—. (sic) for Joaquin or beepers

Say 723 binomials

4th digit — Cheo #1
     Org #2
     Faco #3
     Ernesto #4
     Zone 1 - 5
     Zone 2 - 6
     Zone 3 - 7

1-30-88
Pastrana - emergency call his telephone
Ernesto - 866-8446 - emergency
755-7335 - normal

Faco - (1st corner batting practice entrance)-normal
(with Pastrana) - emergency

Emergency - Advise me by:

Comrade Ernesto advises Raul
Comrade Faco " me
Comrade Gr " me

Expenditures exceeding $1,000 can only be decided by the zone.

3,000 with approval of appropriate area
More than that, it has to be brought to D.N.

For purchase of vehicles there has to be consultation with military zone before buying it and then a decision is made.

2-12-85

Staff Meeting-

Gene - Central Plan (sic)
Give papers to Rosario for final draft.

Check with Paloma to see if Manolo told Gabriel about agreement and any answer.
Give him $500 a month/6 months $3,000 to do task.
Later discuss details of the trip.
Take photos of documents.

Budget-Frank regarding where the money is and check to see if it is there.

Work plans have to come with a budget.

Paloma re. Legal Insti.
Draft internal bulletin to report everything that has been done.

Work Plans
1 copy each
Overall Person in Charge
MINUTES

"la pelota" (lit. the ball)

GROUP/BODY 4/02/85

ATTENDANCE: Jose Joaquin Faco Ernesto Rafi Rosario

AGENDA

1. Work plans
2. Budget
3. Organizational aspects
   the newspaper
4. "El Morro" (lit. The Hill/ The Mound)
5. Criticism and self-
   criticism

GENERAL MATTERS

1. Jr.
2. Interview
3. Trip Jose and Faco
4. "El chivo" (lit. The goat)
5. Franchesco
6. "La fuerza" (lit. the force)
7. Operation Rafi's house
8. 23

NEXT MEETING:

AGREEMENTS:

1. Work plans
   1- The persons in charge of the area will meet on
   Monday, 8th, at 11 to coordinate the plans within a central plan
   composed on a quarterly basis.
   2- This plan will be taken to the zones.
   3- Each zone will prepare its own plan according
      to its individual situation.
   4. A seminar will be planned to give orientation to
      the persons in charge of zones.
   5. The training plan will be discussed in the meeting
      on the 8th.

2. Budget
   1- The money is centralized; the authority over the
   money lies with the RG, who may delegate this authority. "La
   pelota" (lit. The ball) implements the decisions of the RG. The
   areas do not give or take money; they monitor and submit reports.
   2- In order to make economic decisions, we have to (a)
      find out how much we have, (b) define investments, (c) establish
      budgets for the areas, (d) establish budgets for the zones, (e)
      reach a final adjustment of the national budget.
3- The annual budgets will be based on the work plans and will be divided into quarters.

4- A certain amount should be allotted for unforeseeable expenses; the DN should also have a fund.

5- We have to deal with the marked money.

6- It is agreed there is not need for a finance commission.

7- During the coming week, the RG will find out how much we have, each area will work with its budget and will take it to the zones.

Methods for bookkeeping:

Sheets were distributed for the monthly records; the period of March to May will serve as a trial period. The persons in charge of the zones will verify everything, will destroy the receipts, and will deliver the sheets to Al; he will verify and deliver to Rosario. The areas will deliver the sheets and receipts so they can be verified by the RG.

----It was agreed to authorize Rafi to go to "la tienda" (lit. the store).

3. Organizational aspects

Z4: The RG will remain as the interim person in charge of Z4.

"El Morro" (lit The Hill/The Mound): It is agreed we should move now to the 60 "cuerda" (lit. Spanish land measurement which is slightly less than an acre) farm.

-A communique will be prepared for the press and another one, as a military propaganda operative, to the communities involved in which a call will be made for them to organize themselves to fight, with our support, in this and other problems. ("el vegetal") (lit. the vegetable).

GENERAL MATTERS:

Franchesco: The information has to be verified and the other faction/sector has to be told, explain our concern and our reasons.

The operation of Rafi's house: One thousand dollars are approved in the event of an emergency; the expenses will be covered by the zone budget and later a reimbursement will be requested.

"La fuerza" (lit. the force): The "Grupo Estrella" (lit. Star Group) will be reactivated and a bulletin will be prepared.
"El chivo" (lit. The goat): Will be told that his idea should be discarded for now, in a letter that Ernesto will prepare, that we will work on a legal level for now, that there are good possibilities of winning the case, and that in the event he is found guilty, then we will deal with it.
MINUTES

"la Pelota" (lit. the ball) RG

Person In Charge Number

Present: A0, A1, A2, A3, Rafi, Rosario

AGENDA

1. Work plans
2. Budget
3. Organizational aspects, newspaper
4. "El Morro" (lit. The Hill/ The Mound)
5. Criticism and self-criticism
6. "El Chivo" (lit. The Goat)
7. Franchesco
8. "La Fuerza" (lit. the Force)

GENERAL MATTERS

1. Jr.
2. Interview
3. Trip of A0 and A2
4. "El Chivo" (lit. The Goat)
5. Franchesco
6. "La Fuerza" (lit. the Force)
7. Operation Rafi's house
8. Z3

1. Work plans

(1) The persons in charge of areas will meet on Monday, 8th, at 11 to coordinate the plans within a central plan composed on a quarterly basis. (2) This plan will be taken to the zones. (3) Each zone will prepare its own plan, according to its individual situation. (4) A seminar will be planned to give orientation to the persons in charge of zones. (5) The training plan will be discussed in the meeting on the 8th.

---A3 will determine if a document regarding autonomy is needed when the time comes.

2. Budget

Yes

1- The money is centralized; the authority over the money lies with the RG, who may delegate this authority. "La pelota" (lit. the ball) implements the decisions of the RG. The areas do not give or take money; they monitor and submit reports.

Yes

2- In order to make economic decisions, we have to (1) find out how much we have, (2) define investments, (3) establish budgets for the areas, (4) establish budgets for the zones, (5) reach a final adjustment of the national budget.

Yes

3- The annual budgets will be based on the work plans and will be divided into quarters.

Yes

4- A certain amount should be allotted for unforseeable expenses; the DN should also have a fund.

Yes

5- We have to deal with the marked money.
6- A2 proposes the creation of a commission on finances; it is believed it is not necessary.

7- During the coming week, the RG will find out how much we have, each area will work with its budget and take it to the zones.

Methods for bookkeeping: Sheets were distributed for the monthly records to the persons in charge of the zones and areas, for the months of March, April and May; this will be a trial period. The persons in charge of the zones will verify everything, will destroy the receipts and will deliver the sheets to Al; he will verify and deliver to Rosario. The areas will deliver the sheets and receipts so they can be verified by the RG.

--It was agreed to authorize Rafi to go to "la tienda" (lit. the store).

3. Organizational Aspects

a) Z4 The RG reports regarding his meeting with Carmelo

Carmelo went with Roco, apparently taking Roco as a witness. Carmelo came with a very humble, embarrassed attitude. He acknowledges he is not capable to work at the leadership level. The RG proposes that he will take charge of the zone in the interim; later the zone will elect a new person in charge. Carmelo states he does not want the zone concept to be lost. He wanted to suggest Masai; the RG is of the opinion that at this time there is no one in the zone prepared to lead.

Al wants to know why Carmelo criticized himself. For nothing in particular, for his conduct in general.

It is agreed that the RG will remain as the interim person in charge of Z4. Al wants it to be clear that it is the DN who decides this; it is not a matter of them deciding. A0 and A2 say that we have to deal cautiously. Rafi points out what the Assembly agreed: the RG goes to the zone and decides in coordination with the zone.

An analysis is made of Carmelo's dealings. A3 suggests that certain mechanisms be provided to offer help to comrades with emotional or physical problems. Al points out the importance of not placing these persons in positions of leadership because it leads to frustrations and problems.
Discussion regarding what should be done in the event the zone insists on having someone. Everyone has problems of one type or another. We have to avoid falling into the same trap. A1 says that the leader will come from within the collective work and that it is better to consolidate the zones than to commit the same mistake. AO suggests that an assistant person in charge should be elected, but that it should be understood he does not inherit the post.

b) RG meeting with Maguey and Guajiro

The RG criticized himself for the incorrect procedure of having spoken on a personal level with the zone.

Maguey was surprised and was a little upset that the RG did not go to recruit him; it was explained to him that that does not mean we do not want him here. The problem with Martin as liaison was mentioned.

Regarding the alleged abandonment of Z4, Rafi says that if there has been abandonment, it was on the part of the person in charge of the zone and not the leadership. AO says that an explanation should be given to the zones on how to deal with the work plans, we have to go with specific methods.

c) Z3

A1 reports that during the meeting of the zone two collectives were established, with Raul and Fabio as persons in charge. It was decided that A3 will substitute Raul while he is travelling. A3 will resolve the matter of Joe's placement.

AO reports on his meeting with Soledad. She is very happy with the idea of working with the OPMT; she preferred this to the nuclear matter. There is a discussion as to whether Soledad should continue as liaison.

AO reports on a comrade who has already been recruited; his placement will be discussed after a meeting with him.

d) The newspaper

There is a discussion of Salvador's proposal regarding a newspaper that will serve our organizational purposes: 4 aspects—women's issues, the anti-nuclear issue, the environment and labor issues, with an objective distribution and an annual budget of 30 thousand with one person on the payroll. As a result of this, a discussion ensues regarding the need and ways to protect this and other investments, be they material, propaganda or whatever. Several forms are proposed: a promissory note, a political contract, a corporation. In this case, it is possibly already too late to do it. AO insists on implementing it starting now. Rafi proposes a commission to study the matter of guaranteeing the properties.
4. "El Morro" (lit. The Hill/The Mound)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yes</strong></td>
<td>It is agreed we should move now to the 60-&quot;cuerda&quot; (lit. Spanish land measurement which is slightly less than an acre) farm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No</strong></td>
<td>It is agreed that the workshops and &quot;Rocinante&quot; (lit. the old horse of Don Quijote) will continue at &quot;el Morro&quot; (lit. the Hill/the Mound); Rafi and A1 will submit reports to A2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yes</strong></td>
<td>a) &quot;El vegetal&quot; (lit. The vegetable): Rafi and A2 will meet and iron out details of the target for the 15th, more or less. Regarding the communique, Sofia should shorten it and change the style. It is agreed to prepare a communique for the press and another one, as a military propaganda operative, to the communities involved, in which a call will be made for them to organize themselves to fight, with our support, in this and other problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No</strong></td>
<td>b) Isaac: A2 says he has been abandoned; A1 says he has not gone due to the uncertainty regarding the matter with Carmelo—what is going to happen with Isaac, Goetz... A0 decides to meet with Isaac on the 9th at whatever time he says.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No</strong></td>
<td>c) Camilo: A1 cannot meet with him due to the matter of security. A2 will coordinate a meeting between Camilo and A0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No</strong></td>
<td>d) The other faction/sector: Jonny did not have an answer regarding the agenda when A2 saw him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No</strong></td>
<td>e) Z1: The letter is not ready yet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GENERAL MATTERS**

| **Yes** | Franchesco: Discussion regarding the luxurious dancing school and the comrade's (female) behavior. It is agreed that we have to verify the information and tell the other faction/sector, explain our concern and our reasons. |
| **Yes** | The operation of Rafi's house: Brought up were the need to establish a front, petty cash and the basement project. One thousand dollars is approved in the event of an emergency. The expenses will be covered by the zone budget and later a reimbursement will be requested. |
| **Yes** | "La fuerza" (lit. The force): It is agreed to reactivate the "Grupo Estrella" (lit. Star Group) and to prepare a bulletin. |
| **Yes** | "El Chivo" (lit. The Goat): A letter is read in which he proposes a break-out. A0 states that it should be discarded for now. Rafi points out that it is easier now than later. A1 says that there is no legal recourse for stopping the harassment,
but that the attorneys should pressure the FBI. To do it
dpublicly would be a political recourse. It is agreed to state
this clearly in a letter that A3 will prepare, work on a legal
level for now, explain to him there are good possibilities of
winning the case; in the event he is found guilty, then we will
deal with it.
ATTENDANCE: Raul, Fabio, Joaquin,

AGENDA

1. Minute
2. Next
4. "Taller" (lit. Workshop) Report
5. "Mono" (lit. Monkey) Report
6. (Illegible) Report
7. Report of Person in Charge
8. Use of auto - apt.
9. Approval of zone report

NEXT MEETING: 5 p.m., Monday

AGREEMENTS:

1. "Fabrica" (lit. Factory) Report
   a. Zone - operation is discussed
1. Money for house -
   " for telephone
   " for misc.

1. Autonomy -
2. Decision-making power -
3. Supervision -
MINUTES

GROUP/BODY: Z-3
DATE: 8/15/85
PERSON IN CHARGE: Joaquin
ATTENDANCE: Raul - Fabio - Joaquin -

AGENDA

1) Minute
2) Next
3) Reports
   a) "Fabrica" (lit. factory)
   b) "Taller" (lit. workshop)
4) Evaluation
5) Work Plans
6) Vehicles - "Canario" (lit. Canary) - "Muela" (lit. tooth or purple plant) "Azul" (lit. Blue) - "Chiquito" (lit. small)

NEXT MEETING: August 23rd - 6 P.M.

AGREEMENTS:

1) "Taller" (lit. Workshop)
   1) Freddy rejoined, criticism and self-criticism was made and was accepted.
      1) "Cotorra" (lit. parrot) delivered it - it was incomplete
      2) Boat trailer was reconstructed and it still needs to be painted.
      3) Incinerator finished.
   4) Security "Coco" (lit. coconut) - locale should be found only for workshop.
5) Intelligence workshop is putting together files, compiling infor.

6) Electronic lab. (illegible) buy $250 -

7) Plan scuba-diving training.

8) "Montaneses" (lit. people from the mountains) - recovered power in "Villa" community.
Comun. very positive

9) Freddy - infiltrated in "Corrada"

2) "Fabrica" (lit. Factory)

1) Salvador delivered
   a) Aerial views military bases - Joaquín to take photos.
   b) "Vegetal II" (lit. Vegetable II) - house was located - secluded area.
   c) U.O.A. documents, etc.

Communications

2 rings - 3 rings - answer the next time.

Fabio in alley

Raul at teleph. B.P. Shopping Center

765-1087 Joe (illegible)

F 726-4313

751-8879
MINUTES

Z - 3
GROUP/BODY
ATTENDANCE: Raul - Fabio - Joaquin

DATE 8/23
PERSON IN CHARGE Joaquin

AGENDA

1) Minute---
2) Next---
3) Reports---
   1) "Fabrica" (lit. Factory)---
   2) "Taller" (lit. Workshop)---
4) Work Plans---
5) Vehicles - "Canario" (lit. Canary) - "Azul" ((Lit. Blue)---
   "Chiquito" (lit. small)---
6) Zone report---

NEXT MEETING: 6PM. August 29

AGREEMENTS:

1) "Fabrica" (lit. Factory) - meeting America and Raul - Brought up contacts with other organizations - will make a report. Spoke with "Gordo" (lit. fat man) - Ernesto is still talking to him. That has to be settled and all passed on to the zone. They are not going to meet in the collective every week, but are going to be seen individually by "el Gordo" (lit. the Fat Man) (Los Socos" [lit. The Supporting Columns]).

Jose - meeting with Salvador and investors the 2nd week of Sept.

2) Workshop - Yombe - The medical thing is pending until Raul speaks with "Socos" (lit. Supporting Columns). On the legal thing, he spoke with Yoyo. Yoyo's attitude is positive. He committed himself to speak with Quique in reference to Yombe - even though he doesn't want the case. Yombe will be told to look for a lawyer and we'll pay for it. As far as training is concerned, Ernesto will change physical exercises into Spanish. Document in which a co. is mentioned was criticized.

Ivan and Freddy did not attend the last meeting.

3) Vehicles - "Canario" (lit. Canary) gave money and license to Fabio for him to get car sticker. "Azul" (lit. Blue) waits for Raul to see Faco. "Chiquito"
(lit. small)- Fabio will bring the entrance and exit paper.

4) Lolita - the decision is made to give her $300 a month subsidy and speak to her later about tasks.

Criticism and Self-criticism -

1) Fabio - criticizes himself for leaving keys and paper of the small car.

2) Joaquins - criticizes himself for arriving late.

3) Criticism - eat - discuss who is going to eat before we get started.
MINUTES

ATTENDANCE: Fabio - Raul - Joaquin -

AGENDA

✓1. Minute
✓2. Next
✓3. Report
   1. "Fabrica" (lit. Factory)
   2. "Taller" (lit. Workshop)
✓4. "Canario" (lit. Canary) - "Muela" (lit. tooth or purple plant) - "Chiquito" (lit. small)
✓5. Lolita - Yombe
✓6. Safehouse
✓7. Recruitments

GENERAL MATTERS

✓8. Training
✓9. "Marea" (lit. tide/seashore/beach)

10. Criticism and self-criticism

NEXT MEETING: ______________________________________

AGREEMENTS:

1. Finances (Lolita - Yombe - Loan - Fabio)
   a) within a month Fabio may have the loan in order to pay ours back.
   b) Fabio brings up proposal to invest in a corporation at 13% interest for finances of Olga.
   c) Fabio is going to consult to see if Ivonne can speak to bank contact in reference to putting a CD and money of "Pescadores" (lit. Fishermen).

2. Yombe -
   a) Saw Goyo Lime with Yombe regarding the case and he refers them to Atty. Benard in reference to weapons case.
   b) He was told about "Socos" (lit. Supporting Columns), they are going to evaluate him regarding the knee.

3. Training
   1. Fabio will take what specialized courses are given by Training (ex. Aviation).
   2. What military courses will be implemented by training
and not by military.

3. That training has to make up a curriculum before anything else.

"Canario" (lit. Canary)

a) Fabio is going to check on its security and get the car sticker.

b) We are going to keep it if it is clean.

"Muela" (lit. tooth or purple plant)

a) Jose will be informed by Raul that it is "hot" and will be sold by Fabio.

Lolita

Is given the $300 - and is spoken to about the PAC Institute and will be given more if Laura returns in October.

Safehouse

1) Raul will see one in "Aguas Buenas" (lit. A town in Puerto Rico).

2) Fabio will see one in Cupey - Loz.

Criticism and Self-Criticism

1) Joaquin - for allowing confusion in the meeting in terms of the order of the topics. I did not bring an appointment for Raul.

2) Fabio - For having arrived late - he was with Yombe.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TASK</th>
<th>DATE IT WAS ASSIGNED</th>
<th>DATE TO BE COMPLETED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>See about paper for door</td>
<td>2/28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Buy the picture</td>
<td>2/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>America to get reports (illegible)</td>
<td>3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joaquin Villamil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Message Dina Orlandi/Orlando and Pepe</td>
<td>3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Flaco Mendoza re Raul - Mary</td>
<td>3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Frank to pick up Jose's briefcase that Masai has</td>
<td>3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Advise Jose re meeting with Isaac</td>
<td>3/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Talk to Jose re Z-2 reimbursement</td>
<td>3/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Prepare report Houston-Project</td>
<td>3/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Check with Faoo re Project</td>
<td>3/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Make checklist - zone reports Bring up to date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASK</td>
<td>DATE IT WAS ASSIGNED</td>
<td>DATE TO BE COMPLETED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20) Frank to report on Z-3 meeting and bring signal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21- See H.R. re recruit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22- Check Shooting Club</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23- Pay Rosario</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24- F.V. Rosario Farm</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>3/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25- Type Frank's report</td>
<td>Rosario</td>
<td>3/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26- Balance out Org. accounts and submit February report</td>
<td>Me</td>
<td>3/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27- Organize tasks on Day Timer and organize task sheets</td>
<td>Me</td>
<td>3/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28- Register Aeroimágenes</td>
<td>Me</td>
<td>3/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29- See HP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30- See PID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEETING</td>
<td>TASK DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>TO WHOM IT WAS ASSIGNED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/18</td>
<td>Write 21 document</td>
<td>Sofia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/18</td>
<td>Nationalists Relations</td>
<td>Me</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Remarks:**
- See Benj. Torres
- Willie Abreu
- 37. 23 Meeting
- L.29.C12-11